
STATE OF NEW YORK SUPREME COURT
APPELLATE DIVISION FOURTH DEPARTMENT

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Respondent,

ATTORNEY’S AFFIRMATION IN
REPLY TO THE PEOPLE’S
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT’S
MOTION FOR A CERTIFICATE
GRANTING LEAVE TO APPEAL
PURSUANT TO NY CPL §460.15

Oswego County
GARY J. THffiODEAU, Indictment No. 94-16 1

Defendant-Petitioner.

LISA A. PEEBLES, attorney for the defendant herein, being admitted to practice before

the Courts of this State, with offices located at 4 Clinton Square, 3td Floor, Syracuse, New York,

13202, affirms the following under the penalties of perjury:

1. I represent the defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, in the above-captioned matter, and I

make this affirmation in reply to the People’s response to Defendant’s Motion for a Certificate

Granting Leave to Appeal pursuant to CPL § 460.15.

2. The sources of my information and grounds for my belief are an examination of the

various papers filed in connection with this proceeding, my review of the discovery and filings in

Mr. Thibodeau’s case, the evidentiary hearing testimony, and my independent investigation of

this matter.
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THE DEFENDANT’S LEAVE APPLICATION TO THIS COURT DOES NOT CONTAIN
CONCESSIONS NEGATING HIS BRADY VIOLATION CLAIM.

3. Defendant’s Brad)’ violation claim centers on the People’s failure to produce

documentary evidence, specifically requested by the defense, which revealed Allen was a CI

for the Oswego County Sheriff’s Department prior to her abduction. Additional related

material withheld by the People included documents showing her status as a CI was exposed

to the public by the Sheriffs Department.

4. Defendant’s Motion for a Certificate Granting Leave to Appeal pursuant to CPL §

460. 15 (“Leave Application”), raised several factual and legal errors committed by the

County Court necessitating appellate review of the Defendant’s Brady violation claim under

CPL § 440.l0(l)(h). In response, the People erroneously claim that Defendant’s Leave

Application concedes receipt of two documents that negates his entire claim. The record

below clearly refutes this assertion and must be rejected by this Court.

5. The portion of the Defendant’s Leave Application addressing the People’s violation

of Brad)’ v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), focused on documents that prove Heidi Allen was

signed up as a confidential informant for the Sheriffs Department and her file was lost and

later recovered by them. See Defense Exhibit 8, 9, 11, and 1 IA. These documents are the

substance of the Defendant’s Brady violation claim.

6. Defendant’s Leave Application does not focus on Deputy Anderson’s December 9,

1994, internal memorandum (Defense Exhibit 10), because it is not an accurate account of

Allen’s CI activity with the Sheriff’s Department. Deputy Anderson’s memorandum

minimizes Allen’s status as a CI, but his post-conviction hearing testimony reveals he had no

knowledge Deputy Van Patten had signed Allen up as a CI, created a CI card for her, and
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received names of people involved in drug activity from her nor was he ever made aware that

her informant documents were compromised in a public parking lot.

7. The Defendant’s failure to discuss Deputy Anderson’s internal memorandum in his

Leave Application does not equate to a concession that the Defendant received this

memorandum, and therefore received all documents in connection with Allen’s CI status

prior to trial. (People’s Response to Defendant’s Leave Application, pp. 3,5). The

Defendant’s Leave Application repeatedly argues he did not receive Brady material from the

People prior to trial or thereafter pertaining to Allen’s CI status.

8. The People make the same argument with respect to Defense Exhibit 5, Sgt. Lortie’s

April 27, 1994, report. Id. The People argue in their response that the Defendant’s Leave

Application concedes receipt of Sgt. Lortie’s report which therefore means the Defendant

received all other reports prior to trial. Id. The People’s argument is preposterous in light of

the clear record demonstrating Attorney Fahey reviewed Sgt. Lottie’s report which caused

him to specifically demand production of Allen’s CI file at Defendant’s December 8, 1994,

pretrial motion hearing. See December 8, 1994, Pretrial Hearing Transcript, p. 31( “The

report that Mr. Walsh shared with me indicated that there was a file in existence that was

brought to the scene of the D&W, but Mr. Walsh has not been given that particular file.

That’s what I would ask be disclosed.”); Fahey January 12, 2015, H.T., 127-128 (Fahey

learned of Sgt. Lortie’s report which referenced Allen possibly being a CI for the Oswego

County Sheriff’s Department and he “asked for the file to be produced.”).

9. The Defendant has always argued Fahey was aware of Sgt. Lottie’s report but the

People suppressed all reports “detailing information about Heidi Allen acting as a

confidential informant.” See July 28, 2014, Fahey Affidavit ,¶ 3, attached as Exhibit Q to
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Defendant’s CPL § 440.10 Motion. See also, October 23, 2014, Peebles’s Affirmation in

Reply, ¶‘j[ 5,9-11 (Fahey was aware of Sgt. Lortie’s report and specifically requested

production of Allen’s Cl file that was never prodLtced by the People); Defendant’s November

6, 2015, Final Memorandum of Law, p. 14 (quoting Fahey’s specific request for Allen’s CI

file during the December 8, 1994, Pretrial Motion Hearing); Defendant’s Motion for a

Certificate Granting Leave to Appeal, p. 20, ¶ 51 (same).

10. After Fahey requested production of Allen’s CI file, its existence was actively

suppressed by the People and the Oswego County Sheriff’s Department. Defense Exhibits

8,9,11, and hA, prove this claim. Defense Exhibit 10, Deputy Anderson’s report, like Sgt.

Lortie’s report, provides no information about the actual existence, loss, and recovery of

Allen’s CI file.

11. Fahey had no ability to pursue the CI evidence without the actual evidence contained

in Defense Exhibits 8,9,11, and IlA. Therefore, his awareness of Sgt. Lortie’s report does

nothing to negate the Defendant’s Brady violation claim.

THE PEOPLE’S ARGUMENT THAT APPELLATE REVIEW OF DEFENDANT’S
BRADY VIOLATION CLAIM SHOULD BE DENIED BECAUSE THE COUNTY
COURT’S CONTRADICTORY RULINGS ABOUT ALLEN’S CI STATUS IS A
“MATTER OF SEMANTICS” MUST BE REJECTED.

12. The County Court gave four reasons for denying Defendant’s Brady violation claim.

One reason included a finding that Allen was not a CI and therefore the prosecution was not

required to disclose anything to the defense. Defendant’s Leave Application challenged the

County Court’s reasoning based upon the clear record showing otherwise and because it

contradicted the County Court’s November 2, 2015, determination that Allen’s CI status was

undisputed. (Defendant’s Leave Application, pp. 20-23).
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13. In response, the People argue this Court should deny appellate review because the

County Court’s contradictory rulings are “a matter of semantics, or perhaps a matter of

interpretation.” (People’s Response to Defendant’s Leave Application, pp. 6). According to

the People, “[t]he term can, and often does, have different meanings to different people.” Id.

Justification of the “semantics” argument is based on five different scenarios in which the

People theorize a person may be considered a confidential informant. Id. at pp.6-7. The

People’s Response addressing the hearing court’s contradictory descriptions of Allen’s CI

status must be rejected in its entirety because the five scenarios are not part of the record

below.

14. The People also attempt to rehabilitate the County Court’s contradictory rulings by

suggesting they were “appropriate distinctions based upon context.” Id. at p. 8. The Court

did not articulate a reason for this obvious contradiction in its decision other than to prevent

the defense from developing the record on this critical issue in one context and then in

another context take a dismissive view of its relevance and significance.

15. The first context in which the County Court declared Allen an undisputed CI was in

the context of the Defendant’s request to develop the record to establish the full nature and

extent of Allen’s CI activity with the Sheriff’s Department. The County Court prohibited

the Defendant from doing so on the basis that Allen’s CI status had already been proven so

no additional evidence was necessary. (Decision and Order, dated November 2, 2015, at 19,

20). The Defendant made several offers of proof which included documentary and

testimonial evidence that would establish how Allen became a CI, that people in her

community were aware she was a “snitch,” and she was acting on behalf of the Sheriff’s

Department in the weeks prior to her abduction. See Defendant’s Leave Application, ¶jI 94-
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101. Although the County Court had declared a formal recess of the evidentiary hearing on

April 7,2015, the proof was closed through the County Court’s November 2,2015, Decision

and Order, primarily on the basis that Allen’s CI status wasundisputed.

16. The People argue in their response that “the court accurately described [AllenJ as a

‘confidential informant’ in its decision of November 2, 2015.” (People’s Response to

Defendant’s Leave Application, p. 7). The People agree the County Court’s assessment was

correct because Allen had met with the police and provided information to them.

17. There was no additional evidence permitted by the County Court between its

November 2, 2015, Decision and Order, declaring Allen’s CI status undisputed, and its

March 2, 2016, Decision and Order denying the Defendant relief on his Brady violation

claim on the basis that Allen was not a CI. Therefore, there were no intervening events

between these two Decisions and the record is void of any explanation supporting these

contradictory determinations. The People’s Response unsuccessfully attempts to fill the void

by providing a variety of CI definitions using hypothetical scenarios.

1$. The People reason the County Court’s March 2, 2016, determination that Allen was

not a CI “is irrelevant in light of the evidence that all reports and material were properly

disclosed.” Id. at p. 7. This argument is non-responsive to the contradictory rulings by the

County Court that were based on entirely the same evidence.

19. The People then argue Allen was a CI as described in scenario number four, but the

County Court’s March 2, 2016, determination is correct because Allen was not a CI as

defined by scenarios numbered one, two, three, and five. Id. at pp. 6-8. The People argue

the County Court was making appropriate distinctions based upon scenarios one through five
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that are not part of the record. Id. at p. 8. This argument is nonsensical and highlights why

appellate review is necessary.

20. The People ask this Court to ignore the County Court’s “word choice” and instead

agree that the County Court’s analysis was correct. Id. Again, the People’s argument fails in

the absence of any analysis conducted by the County Court to explain the two different

determinations.

21. Although the prosecution objected to the defense request to develop the record to

reveal the true basis behind her informant status and the Court precluded the defense from

doing so, the actual work Allen did for the Sheriff’s Department is not the critical issue.

What matters is the documentation illustrating she agreed to work for the Sheriff’s

Department, specifically Deputy Van Patten, that contained her photograph and a code name,

was exposed to the public. These actions by the Sheriff’s Department, their failure to

investigate the loss of her file or even notify Allen, placed her in harm’s way. This material

was dropped and found in the very place she was employed and abducted from. Members of

the public that potentially viewed Allen’s CI card would have no idea whether the police

intended to act upon her information. Instead, they would be concerned with the fact that

Allen agreed to help the police bring charges against people in the community.

THE PEOPLE’S RESPONSE FALSELY CLAIMS FAHEY TESTIFIED HE WAS
AWARE OF DEPUTY ANDERSON’S DECEMBER 9, 1994, INTERNAL
MEMORANDUM.

22. As set forth above, the People are attempting to prove disclosure of all documents

pertaining to Allen’s CI status through Fahey’s knowledge of Sgt. Lortie’s report.

Additionally, they argue Fahey testified he was aware of the contents of Deputy Anderson’s
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December 9, 1994, internal memorandum, Defense Exhibit 10. (People’s Response to

Defendant’s Leave Application, pp. 9-10).

23. Ignoring Fahey’s post-conviction hearing testimony, the People ask this Court “to

take careful note of the fact that Fahey, in the original affidavit he provided in support of the

[defendant’s] motion, claimed he had never seen or received five documents. Of those five

documents, Fahey ultimately acknowledged that he received two of five the documents listed

in his affidavit or at least was aware of the information contained therein. Specifically, the

hearing evidence clearly showed that Fahey possessed and was aware of the contents of HE 5

(the Lortie report) and HE 10 (Deputy Michael Anderson’s narrative report date stamped

December 9, 1994).” (People’s Response to Defendant’s Leave Application, p. 9). The

People’s claim is false.

24. Fahey’s post-conviction hearing testimony acknowledged one inaccuracy in his July

28, 2014, Affidavit, that he was aware of Sgt. Lortie’s report. He testified this report caused

him to demand production of Allen’s CI file. (H.T., 127-129).

25. During his post-conviction hearing testimony Fahey was asked if he ever before

received or reviewed Defense Exhibits 11 and 1 YA, which are the Kleist report documenting

retrieval of Allen’s CI file from bulk storage on May 16, 1995, a week prior to the

commencement of Gary Thibodeau’s trial and Allen’s actual CI file. (H.T. 136-39). Fahey

responded in the negative. Id. Fahey made these same claims in his July 28, 2014,

Affidavit. Fahey was sure he had never seen Allen’s CI card because he would have

remembered seeing Allen’s photograph, her thumb prints, and particularly her code name,

which was Julia Roberts. (H.T. 139).
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26. Fahey also testified he had never seen Deputy Anderson’s report, Defense Exhibit

10, until defense counsel showed it to him in 2014. (H.T. 142). Upon further clarification,

the following exchange occurred between defense counsel and fahey:

Q: My question to you, Judge, is had you ever seen any of those documents, eight, nine

and ten, prior to me showing them to you in connection with this motion?

A: The documents, no.

Q: But there’s content in one of those reports that refers to the Lortie report, correct?

Sergeant Lortie’s name is not on any of those reports?

A: Well, his - - his --- he’s referenced in it.

Q: Exactly.

A: Yes.

Q: I’m sorry, I’m confused. I confused you and everybody else.

The Court: That’s all right.

Q: All right, those reports refer to Heidi Allen as an informant and her information being

dropped in a parking lot, correct?

A: Two of them do, one of them does not.

Q: Had you any knowledge regarding the information of Heidi Allen’s informant status

being compromised in a parking lot of the D&W?

A: No.

* * * * * * * *

Q: But after the December eighth hearing and the reports to the Post-Standard on the

following day, what was your understanding with regard to Heidi Allen’s status as an

informant?
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A: That she was not an informant, she’d never been used as an informant, and couldn’t

provide any useful information as an informant.

(H.T. 142-143).

Fahey’s testimony is very clear, he had never seen Defense Exhibits 8,9,10,11, and 1 1A. This

testimony coincides with his July 28, 2014, Affidavit. Therefore, the People’s response falsely

states Fahey testified that he was aware of both Sgt. Lortie’s report and Deputy Anderson’s

internal memorandum.

27. The People make another attempt to discredit Fahey by stating he did not recall Roger

Breckenridge in his July 28, 2014, Affidavit, although Roger Breckenridge was on his

witness list. (People’s Response to Defendant’s Leave Application, p. 9). The People failed

to account for Fahey’s July 30, 2014, Affidavit in which he clarified his statements in this

regard. Specifically Fahey acknowledged learning of Roger Breckenridge’s name through a

Sheriff’s report, however Roger Breckenridge was not named as a suspect and no additional

information about Breckenridge was provided to him. Fahey July 30, 2014, Affidavit, it was

fahey’s standard practice to list every name contained in police reports on his witness list in

case their testimony or role in the case became relevant during the course of trial. Id. This

affidavit was made two days after his first affidavit and submitted to the County Court six

months prior to his post-conviction hearing testimony.

28. Fahey’s July 28, 2014, Affidavit contained one inaccuracy that was clarified during

his post-conviction hearing testimony. Fahey’s clarification was easily corroborated with the

December 8, 1994, Pretrial Hearing transcript. The same cannot be said of Donald Dodd’s

October 6, 2014, Affidavit submitted by the People in opposition to the Defendant’s motion to

vacate his judgment of conviction.
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29. The first inaccuracy in Dodd’s affidavit is that Randi Bianco participated in Gary

Thibodeau’s trial. Dodd October 6, 2014, Affidavit, ¶(Jf 6, 11. Randi Bianco was brought into

the case by Fahey after Gary Thibodeau was convicted to assist with post-conviction motions

and thereafter became Thibodeau’s appellate counsel.

30. Dodd swore he provided fahey with all documents pertaining to Allen’s Cl status on

December 14, 1994, and March 14, 1995. Id. ¶ 15(a). Dodd claims Fahey and/or Bianco (who

was not part of the case) personally arrived at the Oswego County District Attorney’s Office on

those dates to inspect the discovery. Id. When confronted with Defense Exhibits 11 and 11 A,

which document discovery of Allen’s CI file by Investigator Kleist in the bulk storage area of the

Sheriffs Department on May 16, 1995, Dodd could not maintain discLosure of these documents

on December 14, 1994, and March 14, 1994 and was forced to concede the information in his

sworn affidavit was false.

31. In addition to the impossibility of Dodd’s claim that he provided Fahey with the Allen

CI discovery on March 14, 1994 when it was not even discovered by Kleist until May 16, 1995,

the People’s own evidence discredits Dodd, specifically People’s Exhibit KKK. This is a memo

written by Dodd to Investigator Whipple, the custodian of the Sheriff’s investigative file, that

Fahey would be returning to the District Attorney’s Office on March 21, 1995, “to listen to the

Baldasaro tape.” People’s Exhibit KKK. Investigator Whipple kept notes of that meeting,

listing all people that were present and what evidence had been listened to and copied for the

defense. (Id. H.T. 1673). Investigator Whipple’s notes make no reference to the December 9,

1994, internal memoranda (Defense Exhibits 8,9,10). Id. Dodd had no choice but to alter the

claims of disclosure he made in his sworn affidavit when confronted with documentary proof to

the contrary during his post-conviction testimony.
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32. Dodd testified that his document procedure with respect to discovery was

“systematic,” “verifiable,” and “organized,” yet he could not verify that the disputed discovery

was turned over to Fahey on December 14, 1994, and March 14, 1994. In fact, his “systematic”

and “organized” system verifies that he did not turn over the disputed discovery.

THE PEOPLE’S RESPONSE DOES NOT REFUTE THE MAY 16, 1995, AND MAY 23,
1995, DATE STAMP DISCREPANCY.

33. As discussed in detail in the Defendant’s leave application, documents bearing dates

or date stamps of May 16, 1995; May 17, 1995; May 23, 1995 and June 5, 1995, illustrate that

the People never disclosed the Kleist Report or Allen’s CI file to the Defendant’s trial attorney.

Defense Exhibit 11 consists of the material Randi Bianco found in Attorney Walsh’s trial file

that was obtained from Richard Thibodeau in June of 2014. It includes three pages. The first

page is an evidence log sheet which states that Investigator Kleist located evidence in the

Richard and Gary Thibodeau case pertaining to Heidi Allen that includes one plastic bag holding

miscellaneous papers, a photograph, and a 1993 personal planner. Defense Exhibit 11. The

evidence log sheet is date stamped “Received, May 23, 1995, Oswego County Sheriff’s Dept.”

Id. The second page is a report made by Investigator Kleist stating he and Investigator Yerdon

were inventorying items “that were recovered during the area searches of the Heidi Allen

abduction” when they “found paperwork that referred to her as a confidential informant, a

photograph of her, names and numbers, a sheriff’s dept. card, and paperwork with drug

information, also notes from day of abduction and a 1993 personal planner.” Id. Investigator

Kleist’s report contains two date stamps, the first is “Received, May 16, 1995, District

Attorney’s Office,” and the second is “Received, May 23, 1995, Oswego County Sheriff’s Dept.”

The People try to suggest that Investigators Kleist and Yerdon were specifically requested to
search out Allen’s CI file, however, Investigator Kleist’s report, made at the time of the events,
clearly states they were specifically requested to inventory evidence when they found the CI file.
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Id. The third page is an evidence tag indicating the plastic bag and its contents were located on

May 16, 1995, in the bulk evidence storage of the Oswego County Sheriff’s Department by

Investigator Kleist. Id. The evidence tag is date stamped “Received, May 23, 1995, Oswego

County Sheriff’s Dept.” Id. Heidi Allen’s actual CI file was not found in Richard Thibodeau’s

trial file.

34. Defense Exhibit 11 A consists of the material submitted to the County Court by the

People as an exhibit to the People’s Opposition to Defendant’s Motion to Vacate his Judgment of

Conviction. It includes a May 17, 1995, cover letter written by Donald Dodd to attorneys

William Walsh and Joseph Fahey stating, “Pursuant to the People’s on going duty to disclose,

CPL § 240.60, I am providing with this letter copies of additional discoverable property obtained

since my last disclosure to you by letter dated April 25, 1995.” Defense Exhibit 1 1A. The

enclosures are not identified. Id. Judge Clary is “cc’d” on the letter. Id. The next page is

Investigator Kleist’s report described in the above paragraph. id. Investigator Kleist’s report is

different from the one found in Attorney Walsh’s file because it contains only one date stamp,

“Received, May 16, 1995, District Attorney’s Office.” Id. The third page is a photocopy

containing a Sheriff’s Department business card and a copy of Heidi Allen’s CI file which

includes her photograph and her identifying information. Id. There are no date stamps on this

page and it was not contained in Walsh’s trial file. The next 7 pages contain handwritten notes.

There are no date stamps on these pages and they were not located in Walsh’s triaL file. The last

page is a photocopy of a VHS tape label. Id. It is not date stamped and it was not located in

Walsh’s trial file.

35. The Defendant argued that Dodds claim that he disclosed the Kleist Report and

Allen’s CI File on May 17, 1995, to both Fahey and Walsh was impossible because Walsh could
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not have received the Kleist report with a May 23, 1995, date stamp through a May 17, 1995,

mailing. Neither the County Court, nor the People can refute this reality.

36. In its Decision and Order, the County CoLirt described reviewing the trial cocirt’s

original file and finding Dodd’s May 17, 1995, cover letter described in paragraph 34 above.

(Decision and Order, dated March 2, 2016, pp. 11-12). According to the County Court the May

17th letter was date stamp received by Jefferson County Court on May 23, 1995. Id. The County

Court never speaks of whether documents, if any, were attached to the letter. This is especially

important in light of the vast differences between the contents of Defense Exhibit 11 and

Defense Exhibit I lA.

37. The County Court’s findings with respect to Dodd’s May 17, 1995, claim of

disclosure are vague and ambiguous and do not explain how Walsh would have a copy of the

Kleist report with a May 23, 1995, date stamp when Fahey, Walsh, and Judge Clary were

allegedly mailed the same material on May 17, 1995.

38. The People also incorrectly state that Defense Exhibit 11 contains “hand written

notes from mv. Terry Whipple detailing in what specific subfolders of the Sheriff’s file a copy of

these documents would be filed.” (People’s Response to Defendant’s Leave Application, p. 13).

Investigator Whipple provided no such testimony at the post-conviction hearing and instead

testified Allen’s CI file was never made a part of the Sheriff’s Investigative file. (H.T. t522-24,

1534-35). In fact, the evidence log sheet shows Allen’s CI file was stored on shelf 3-20 of the

evidence room. Defense Exhibit 11.

39. The People try to remedy the problem with respect to Dodd’s second purported

disclosure of Allen’s Cl file through a “draft” June 5, 1995. letter that was hand delivered to

Fahey in the midst of Gary Thibodeau’s trial. (People’s Response to Defendant’s Leave
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Application, p. 15). The fact that the County Court found the June 5, 1995, cover letter, on

official letterhead, in the trial court’s file, again does not answer what, if any documents, were

attached to it.

40. The People have never answered why they presented the County Court with two

different versions of the Kleist report in response to the Defendants motion. In response to

Defendant’s argument that Dodd did not disclose the Kleist report and Allen’s CI file to fahey

on May 17, 1995, the People produced a Kteist report that contains only a May 16, 1995, date

stamp. In response to Defendant’s argument that Dodd did not disclose the Kleist report and

Allen’s CI file to Fahey on June 5, 1995, the People produced a Kleist report that contains only a

May 23, 1995, date stamp which is located in a different place on the report than Walsh’s copy

of the Kleist report.

41. The People try to explain the discrepancy by suggesting the Kleist report and

attachments were brought to the District Attorney Office on May 16, 1995, which resulted in the

May 16, 1995, date stamp on that date. (People’s Response to Defendant’s Leave Application,

p. 15). This argument fails to address why there are no date stamps located on the attachments

contained in Defense Exhibit 1 1A (the People’s version). The People go on to suggest that the

Kleist report and attachments were then delivered to Investigator Whipple on May 23, 1995,

where they received a May 23, 1995, date stamp, “[tJhe end result is that this report and material

were disclosed to Defendant twice.” Id. at p. 16. This does not explain Walsh’s possession of

one Kleist report, with two date stamps, and no attached CI file. Walsh testified he had no

familiarity with AlLen’s CI file. (H.T. 1626).
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THE PEOPLE, AND THE COUNTY COURT, CANNOT ASSERT THAT THE CI
EVIDENCE WAS INSUFFICIENT WHEN THEY HINDERED DEFENDANT’S
ABILITY TO DEVELOP THE RECORD.

42. The People’s Response argues the Defendant suffered no prejudice as a result of the

People’s Brady violation because the CI evidence was too remote and too speculative. The

People opposed all of the Defendant’s requests to offer documentary and testimonial evidence to

develop the record to establish the full extent and nature of Allen’s CI activities with the Oswego

County Sheriff’s Department. During the evidentiary hearing, the People continuously objected

to the Defendant’s attempts to develop the record. The People cannot now argue that the

evidence was insufficient to prove the Defendant’s Brad’ violation claim.

43. The People’s Response fails to account for the most critical evidence, that Jennifer

Wescott told Tonya Priest that Steen, Breckenridge, and Bohrer abducted Allen because of

cocaine activity.

THE PEOPLE HAVE NOT OVERCOME THE DEFENDANT’S CHALLENGE TO THE
COUNTY COURT’S CREDIBILITY DETERMINATIONS.

44. The People claim the Defendant’s reliance upon People v. Bleakely, 69 N.Y.2d 490,

495 (1987); People v. Neely, 219 645 N.Y.S.2d 494,496 (2d Dept. 1996); and People v.

Tankteff 49 A.D.3d 160 (2d Dept. 2007), for the proposition that the appellate court may

substitute its own credibility determinations for those of the County Court, “simply glosses over”

the holdings in People i’. Lard, 71 A.D.3d 1468, 1469 (4t1 Dept. 2010); People v. Smith, 16

A.D.3d 1081 (4th Dept. 2005); and People i’. Urlich, 265 A.D.2d $54 (4th Dept. 1999), which

state that a hearing court’s “credibility determination is entitled to great weight.” (PeopLe’s

Response to Defendant’s Leave Application, p. 24). To the contrary, the Defendant’s cases

make very clear that the Appellate Division has authority to make its own findings of fact in

nonjury matters. The authority is also codified in CPL § 470.15 (1), (3).
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45. The People’s cases, Lard and Smith, do not hold otherwise. These appeals did not

require in depth analysis and were limited to one issue on appeal. With respect to Urlich, this

Court recognized that although the hearing court’s credibility determination is entitled to great

weight, reversal was required because the hearing court’s factual finding was against the weight

of the evidence. Ui-tic/i, at Id. Therefore, Urtich is in agreement with Defendant’s argument.

THE PEOPLE’S ASSESSMENT Of THE TRIAL EVIDENCE IN COMPARISON TO
THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED AT THE DEFENDANT’S POST-CONVICTION
HEARING CANNOT NOW BE PROVIDED BY THE PEOPLE IN AN EFFORT TO
REMEDY THE COUNTY COURT’S FAILURE TO DO WHAT WAS REQUIRED.

46. One point of error the Defendant raised in his Leave Application is that the County

Court failed to assess the new evidence within the backdrop of the trial evidence. See Tamzkteff

49 A.D.3d at 182. In response, the People agree the County Court did not assess the trial

evidence, but instead “analyzed the credibility and reliability of evidence presented by Defendant

at the hearing, finding it lacking in both regards.” (People’s Response to Defendant’s Leave

Application, p. 24).

47. In an effort to cure this defect, noting that “an extended discussion of the evidence at

trial is unwarranted in this motion,” the People provide an extended discussion of the trial

evidence. Id. at pp. 26-35. The People’s use of their Response to supply the missing analysis

required by the County Court, proves the County Court erred and appellate review is necessary.

THE DEFENDANT’S LEAVE APPLICATION DOES NOT MISREPRESENT EARL
RUSSELL’S POST-CONVICTION HEARING TESTIMONY.

48. At the time of Earl Russell’s testimony, he had lived in Oswego County for forty-five

years, except when he was in the military between 1979-1984. (H.T. 1454). Earl Russell had

been friends with Tom Martin for over twenty years and he was once employed by him. (H.T.

1454-55).
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49. Earl Russell testified he knew Roger Breckenridge, James Steen, Michael Bohrer,

and Jennifer Wescott. Russell testified when he was working for Tom Martin, he saw

Breckenridge or Steen in social settings, Breckenridge more than Steen, but he did see them

together in the early nineties off and on. (H.T. 1456). The testimony places Steen and

Breckenridge together in social gatherings. Russell also firmly established that Wescott and

Breckenridge were together at social gatherings prior to Allen’s abduction. (H.T. 1457-1458).

Russell also testified that he knew Michael Bohrer through Tom Martin and Bohrer testified he

met Breckenridge through Martin. (H.T. 1458). Russell left the area prior to 1994 when Allen

disappeared. (H.T 1455). Russell’s testimony completely undermines the obvious falsehood

offered by the three new suspects and Wescott claiming they did not know one another prior to

Allen’s abduction. The Defendant’s Leave Application does not misrepresent Russell’s

testimony.

THE DEFENDANT’S LEAVE APPLICATION DOES NOT DISTORT JENNIFER
WESCOTT’S CRIMINAL LIABILITY.

50. The People’s Response accuses Defendant of “exaggeration and distortion by

attempting to portray Jennifer Wescott as an accomplice to the three new ‘suspects.” (People’s

Response to Defendant’s Leave Application, p. 39). The People argue that Wescott’s presence at

her home when the abductors brought Allen to her residence does not constitute a crime. Id.

The People conveniently omit Wescott’s admission to Priest that she helped destroy evidence

used to commit a crime, specifically, the van used by Steen, Breckenridge, and Bohrer to kidnap

Allen. Wescott was not merely present at the scene of a crime, she actively participated in

concealing the crime and the evidence used to commit the crime, which constitutes a crime under

New York Penal Law § 20.20.
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51. Next, the People make a strained attempt to minimize the significance of Wescott’s

admissions in the recorded phone call by focusing only on a flippant response Wescott made to

Priest in order to end the phone call, specifically, that for all she knew, it could have been the

Thibodeau’s who killed Allen. By the time Wescott made this statement, she had already

admitted to Priest that she knew Steen, Bohrer, and Breckenridge had abducted Allen. The basis

of her knowledge rested in the fact that they brought Allen to Wescott’s residence. Wescott

continuously tried to downplay her criminal responsibility by insisting Allen was never brought

inside of her residence and that her only involvement was limited to destroying the van used to

abduct Allen. Wescott also repeatedly told Priest she did not want to remember these events as

she had spent ten years pushing them out of her mind. In an effort to end the phone calL with

Priest, she turned the conversation away from the reality of what had occurred that night and

returned to the lie she had held onto since the night of Allen’s abduction. When listening to the

entire context of the phone call, Wescott’s statement about the Thibodeau’s bears no weight.

52. The People argue Wescott does not have criminal liability because they believe this

is necessary for admission of the recorded phone call between Wescott and Priest. Without an

admission of criminal liability, they argue it is inadmissible at trial because it is a “hearsay

conversation between two witnesses that does not fall under any recognized exception, such as a

declaration against penal interest.” (People’s Response to Defendant’s Leave Application, pp.

39-40). This is incorrect. The recording between Wescott and Priest is in fact admissible with

or without Wescott’s self-incriminating statements. The New York Court of Appeals ruled that a

tape recording may be admitted through the testimony of the person who recorded it by setting

forth that the recording is complete and accurate reproduction of the conversation and the tape

has not been altered, along with testimony identifying the speaker. People v. Ely, 6$ N.Y.2d
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520, 527-528 (1986). Certainly the People cannot dispute the authenticity and accuracy of the

phone call since it was monitored and recorded by the by the Oswego County Sheriff’s

Department.

THE PEOPLE MISSTATE PIERCE’S POST-CONVICTION HEARING TESTIMONY.

53. The People falsely claim Pierce testified he was “certain” in 1994, that Gary

Thibodeau was the proper suspect in the Allen abduction. (People’s Response to Defendant’s

Leave Application, p. 40). Pierce believed Thibodeau may have been the correct suspect only

after he altered Gary Thibodeau’s photograph in the Post-Standard by drawing a beard and

mustache on the person.

54. Pierce’s observation of a black or blue puffy coat does not contradict trial testimony

about what Allen was wearing that day. Id. at p. 41. There was no trial testimony about the coat

she wore to work that morning, the testimony only described what she was wearing inside of the

D&W on the morning of her abduction.

55. The People omit Pierce’s testimony which revealed the van outside of the D&W that

morning was not Richard Thibodeau’s van.

56. The People attempt to discredit Pierce’s testimony about the road conditions by

referring to trial testimony describing rain on the morning of Allen’s abduction. Id. at p. 42-42.

Drizzly rain with “a little snow in the air” on a “not too warm” day does not discount slush on

the roads. Id. The People again add facts that are not part of the record stating, “[ijt is widely

known and common experience to the residents of Oswego County that weather conditions may

differ wildly within the county, and the weather may rather suddenly change in the same area.”

Id. at p. 42. There was no testimony of this nature presented during Defendant’s trial or his post

conviction hearing and therefore must be rejected by this Court. People’s Exhibit UU also does
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not discredit Pierce’s testimony because the photograph taken of the D&W on the morning of

Allen’s abduction was taken more than an hour after Pierce drove by the D&W.

PEOPLE v. SORGE, 301 N.Y. 19$ (1950) DOES NOT PROVIDE A LEGAL BASIS FOR
THE COUNTY COURT’S PROHIBITION OF DEFENDANT IMPEACHING MICHAEL
BOHRER.

57. The People argue that the County Court properly prohibited Defendant from

impeaching his own witness, Michael Bohrer, under the holding in People v. Sorge, 301 N.Y.

198 (1950). That case is not applicable because Sot-ge addressed the prosecution’s cross

examination of the defendant with respect to prior bad acts. The defendant was clearly not the

prosecution’s own witness. Id. at 200. Additionally, Sorge held it was proper for the

prosecution to impeach the defendant’s testimony with evidence that defendant had committed

prior abortions while on trial for the crime of abortion. Id. at 202.

THE PEOPLE REJECTED THE OPPORTUNITY TO CROSS-EXAMINE JOHN
BOHRER REGARDING THE STATEMENTS IN HIS AFFIDAVIT AND THEREFORE
CANNOT ARGUE THE OFFER OF PROOF WAS SPECULATIVE.

58. The People’s Response argues the Defendant’s offers of proof corroborating Michael

Bohrer’s culpability in the Allen abduction are all speculative. (People’s Response to

Defendant’s Leave Application, pp. 46- 48). This argument contains many questions from the

People regarding the affidavits of John Bohrer. id. The People ask whether the “Thumper”

(James Steen ) referred to in John Bohrer’s affidavit is the same “Thumper” discussed during the

post-conviction hearing. Id. at p. 48. The People want to know whether John Bohrer met

Thumper with or without Michael Bohrer. Id. The People want to know if the “store” referred

to in his affidavit is the D&W and whether the “broad” they were stalking was Heidi Allen. Id.

59. The People had the opportunity at the evidentiary hearing to cross examine all of the

Defendant’s proposed witnesses and address questions the People had about statements in their
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affidavits. Instead, they rejected this opportunity and now argue the proposed evidence is

speculative.

60. The People have not addressed the Defendant’s arguments with respect to third party

culpability and hearsay beyond restating the County Court’s erroneous determinations. In this

regard, they completely ignore the admissions made by Michael Bohrer, James Steen, Jennifer

Wescott, and Roger Breckenridge thoroughly outlined in the Defendant’s Leave Application. It

is worth noting that all three suspects actually made incriminating admissions surrounding

Allen’s abduction during their post-conviction testimony. Specifically, Breckenridge attempted

to invoke his Fifth Amendment privilege and thereafter admitted that he sent a warning to

Wescott to “keep her fucking mouth shut,” after he learned of her police interview surrounding

Allen’s disappearance. (H.T. 397, 1314). Moreover, Steen testified that he only unwittingly

hauled Allen’s remains to Canada which he learned after the fact. Steen described in great detail

the actual load he was referring to when he admitted to hauling Allen’s remains. (H.T. 284-86,

290). Bohrer had an emotional break down on the stand during his post-conviction testimony

when he talked about driving by the missing Heidi bilLboard multiple times a day. (H.T. 484).

He also acknowledged his obsession with Allen’s disappearance, his collection of writings, and

his connection with Danielle Babcock and a confrontation with Tyler Hayes. (H.T. 499, 509,

583, 584).

61. The People rely on the same illogical reasoning as the County Court for denying

admission of third-party culpability evidence against Bohrer during the evidentiary hearing by

quoting the County Court’s decision: “[i]f Defendant were allowed to admit a conviction based

on these broad facts, i.e. that Michael and John Bohrer followed a woman in a parking lot around

1:00 am and attempted to put her in their car, then defendant would be casting[sic} involving
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anyone who lived in or around the vicinity of Oswego County in 1994 and who had a prior ten to

fifteen year old out-of-state false imprisonment conviction involving a woman.” (People’s

Response to Defendant’s Leave Application, p.46). This impaired reasoning ignores the

following relevant evidence: Michael Bohrer was living in close proximity to the D&W; he went

to the D&W on a daily basis where Allen made him sandwiches; he was obsessed with Allen’s

disappearance as displayed in his writings and collection of newspaper articles; he lied to

investigators regarding his reason for his obsession when he talked about his daughters; he called

in false leads to the Sheriff’s Department about the case; he left the area for two weeks following

Allen’s disappearance; he injected himself into the investigation; he feigned concern for Allen’s

well-being; he opened up a business across from the Heidi Allen Command Center; he became

emotional during his post-conviction hearing testimony when he described driving by the

missing Heidi billboard; he never acknowledged living with his brother, John Bohrer in New

Haven, his co-defendant in a prior attempted kidnapping case; he was tied into the junkyard with

Breckenridge and Steen and told investigators Allen could have wound up at the junkyard; he

told investigators he knew his name would one day pop up in this investigation; he lied about his

capacity to commit violence against women; he was emotional with Tyler Hayes when he told

him he was burdened with Allen’s disappearance; he told Tyler Hayes the Thiobodeaus were not

responsible for Allen’s disappearance; he threatened Danielle Babcock that he would do to her

what he did to Heidi; he knew about Allen’s informant card being dropped in the parking lot of

the D&W; and he matched the profile created by FBI Behavioral Analyst Clinton Van Zandt.

62. The People have presented no arguments negating the necessity of appellate review

by this Court of the County Court’s denial of the Defendant’s motion to vacate his judgment of

conviction.
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CONCLUSION

63. For all of these reasons described herein, and as set forth in the Defendant’s Leave

Application, the Court below erred in denying Thibodeau’s request to vacate his conviction or

alternatively order a new trial. Therefore, it is urged that leave to appeal be granted to review the

denial of this motion since the County Court’s ruling was erroneous.

WHEREFORE, the Defendant respectfully requests that the Court grant Defendant a

Certificate Granting Leave to Appeal pursuant to CPL § 460.15.

Affirmed under penalty of perjury pursuant to CPLR § 2106.

Dated: May 11, 2016

Lisa A. Peebles
Office of the Federal Public Defender
4 Clinton Square, 3rd Floor
Syracuse, New York 13202
(315) 701-0080
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